Stay Home – Stay Alive: Your Right to Self-Shield
During a Declared Pandemic Emergency
http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=2752

You and your family have the Right to stay home during a declared pandemic emergency to self-shield from
exposure to any actual pathogen instead of submitting to a “voluntary” or mandatory vaccination.
The Red Cross sates, “Modern quarantine includes a range of disease control strategies that may be used individually or in
combination, including: Short-term, voluntary home curfew…” - www.redcross.org/preparedness/cdc_english/quarantine-3.asp
We have sought and published Professional Advice Regarding Protecting Yourself in a Pandemic (including a Fourteen Step
Checklist) - www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=752
The expert we consulted recommended: “The first and most basic stage is to go home lock the doors and stay there. … Most
quarantines will last days if not weeks and months. At this stage you can actually go out in to your front yard or back yard and
breathe the air just fine just as long as you do not breathe someone else’s air that might be infected with an airborne
communicable disease or virus. This could include certain animals and insects, all depending on the biological involved.”
The first four essential Steps are:
“1. Have a Family Call-out Plan. When the pandemic starts, make calls to every family member to get everyone home ASAP.
2. If still on the road and/or in public, pull out gas mask, with bio-filter, from kit in auto.
3. Keep radio tuned to local stations you trust for local updates.
4. Upon arriving home, start quarantine process by bringing everyone inside including pets.
5. Put a ‘Quarantined – Self-Shielding’ sign on front door.”
Of course, preparedness is essential. FEMA says you need to keep a month’s supply of food [including dietary supplements]
and drink on hand. You need to have a family plan, as recommended by our expert.
We also believe that natural remedies can help support a vibrant and effective immune system, even in the worst of situations.
One way to nourish your immune system is with nano-silver. See: www.nutronix.com/naturalsolutions - there you can both
support the Foundation and obtain your silver nutrients.
Here we also posted Remedy Information web page that discusses nutritional, herbal, homeopathic and other remedies
traditionally used for the flu. http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=2894
Remember to stay calm and be prepared to firmly assert your right to remain in your own home: a family’s home is its castle!
You and your neighbors can do more together to survive a difficult situation if you discuss these possibilities in advance and
prepare to protect yourselves.
Over the past several years, we have identified several incidents when a pandemic was certainly possible. The most recent,
including the April, 2009 “Swine Flu” incident, which followed closely on the January, 2009 “accidental’ near release of live
Avian Flu virus-contaminated season flu vaccine, raised our concern. The potential for a weaponized vaccine to be the vector
for a weaponized flu cannot be discounted. It is our assessment that the “science” behind vaccination is deeply flawed, or
worse, and that this unisurable practice violates basic standards of medical ethics. See the Helsinki Declaration of the World
Medical Association.
See also Dr. Laibow’s article, The Syringe of Death, http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/docs/Syringe_of_death.pdf .
YOUR RIGHT TO REFUSE WEAPONIZED VACCINES
YOUR RIGHT TO SELF-SHIELD
We believe that this phony “Pandemic” has been created for dangerous strategic reasons, to finally strangle our remaining
health freedoms, while hugely profiting the sickness industry. This horrific potential must be prevented. We mean to protect
our children and ourselves from a dangerous, weaponized vaccine created to trigger a weaponized primate-avian-porcine
pandemic flu.
To do so, we urge people to consider the power relationships among the various bureaucratic and commercial interests and the
needs of people to privacy and security as basic civil rights. We have applied our targeted, and increasingly successful strategy

of “push-back” — of new media based, mass net roots action — to strategically jab back, disrupting the power elite’s control
agenda.
In this case, the tactic is to demand legal respect for the Right to Self-Shield in the event of a pandemic emergency declaration.
This innovative tactic, literally, save millions of lives, including your life and that of those you hold dear.
In the few weeks since we proposed the concept legal protections for those who seek to self-shield instead accepting the
government’s uninsurable vaccines or their incarceration “option”, hundreds of thousands of email messages have reached
legislators and decision makers, demanding respect for this right and urging legislators to sponsor the “Protecting Americans’
Self Shielding” Act. In this case, we believe the control agenda can be stopped if we marshal millions of people who demand
the right to voluntary Self-Quarantine and Self-Shielding -- “No jab and no jail!”
This Right is rooted in specific language of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Nuremberg Convention and the
Geneva Convention, as well as the Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association, to say nothing of constitutional
principles such as the Right to Privacy and the ancient Common Law principle that a person’s home is his/her castle.
What is the purpose of the proposed Act? To forbid the use of Federal funds to prevent or interfere with self-shielding. No
Federal funding means no State will have the ability to force dangerous, weaponized vaccines or dangerous incarceration on
the People.
Every family, every individual, has a right to refuse medical treatments that violate conscience. Self-shielding in one’s home, a
location recognized in common law as inviolate except with proper judicial authority, is a right that should be respected by
governments as they deal with the results of their ill-conceived public health policies. Self-shielding can be as simple as taking
steps to reduce your exposure to pathogens, supporting your immune system through good nutrition and using supplementation
such as nano-silver, avoiding public places, especially crowded locations, and similar common sense steps. These steps offer
you significant protection from the dangers of a natural or weaponized pandemic, while an uninsurable “Pig in a Poke” vaccine
may only offer you the opportunity to come to harm. We believe “Do No Harm” is the first rule of good health.
Health Freedom is Our First Freedom!
Natural Solutions Foundation
www.HealthFreedomUSA.org
Action Item - Demand Your Right to Self Shield; Support the Protecting Americans Self Shielding Act:
http://salsa.democracyinaction.org/o/568/campaign.jsp?campaign_KEY=27275
Online Resources on Vaccination: http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=3085
On the lighter side: Dr. Rima Raps: “No Pig in a Poke” - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVGrudg6mQ8
Follow this issue on Twitter: www.twitter.com/healthfreedomus Hash tags: #pandemic #selfshield and #selfquarantine
Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11 (1905)
“It is easy, for instance, to suppose the case of an adult who is embraced by the mere words of the act, but yet to subject whom
to vaccination in a particular condition of his health or body, would be cruel and inhuman in the last degree. We are not to be
understood as holding that the statute was intended to be applied to such a case, or, if it was so intended, that the judiciary
would not be competent to interfere and protect the health and life of the individual concerned. ‘All laws,’ this court has said,
‘should receive a sensible construction. General terms should be so limited in their application as not to lead to injustice,
oppression or absurd consequence. It will always, therefore, be presumed that the legislature intended exceptions to its
language which would avoid results of that character. The reason of the law in such cases should prevail over its letter.’…”
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/vaccines/Jacobson_v_Massachusetts.htm
This early 20th Century case (which vaccine promoters take as their legal justification for mandatory vaccines) has been
recently questioned as such justification in a scholarly article that has significant implications for the Right to Self-Shield. See:
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=1449224 - additionally, the very wording quoted above, in light of
recent revelations regarding the uninsurable, unproven nature of vaccines, and their dangerous ingredients, strongly supports
the Right to Self-Shield instead of being forced to submit to experimental “medicine” for drug company profits.
Protect Yourself – Protect Your Family – Protect Your Community!
Your Local Health Freedom Committee of Public Safety can be reached here:

